
Year 6 Curriculum Overview for Autumn 2018

Topic
Our first topic takes us 
back to the times of the 

Ancient Greeks. After half 
term we will then begin 
looking at the World at 

War and studying the First 
and Second World Wars in 

detail.
We will have an exciting 

trip to Ely Cathedral taking 
place during the first half 

term and during the second 
half term we are hoping to 

visit Stibbington. 

Music 
We will be practising our musical 
ability this term by learning songs 

linked to WWI and WWII and 
improving our ability to sing in 
different parts and in rounds.

Physical Education
This term Vivacity will be coming in 

to improve the children's skills in 
playing netball and/or basketball.  In 

the second half term, they will be 
focusing on invasion games. 

Religious Education
We will be visiting Ely Cathedral 
where we will think more about 
World War 1, before turning our 

attention to the Creation story and 
thinking about our own beliefs.

Modern Languages
The children will continue to develop 
their knowledge of Italian with Mrs 

Plant.

Geography
As we learn about the World Wars, 

we will be taking a look at the 
geography of Europe.

Design and Technology
We will be designing and creating 
Greek vases from clay, during our 

Greek Topic.

Art and Design
We will be studying a range of 

media in art this term ranging from 
charcoal drawings to pencil, basing 
them on art of the First World War.

Computing
This term the children will be 

learning more about coding and 
blogging.

History
Our topic before half term focuses on Ancient 
Greece and we will then move onto learning 

about World War One and Two. We will also 
be going on a trip to Stibbington during this 

term to help us deepen our learning and 
understanding of the World at War. 

English
This term we will be writing a range of fiction and non-fiction texts and practising using a 

range of sentence type within these pieces of work.During our Ancient Greek topic we will be 
using the text 'The Adventures of Odysseus' and whilst learning about World Wars One and 
Two we will be using 'Goodnight Mr Tom'.  We will write a range of texts including Greek 

Myths, Newspaper reports, diary entries and recounts, using a range of grammatical features.                                                                                       

Maths
We will begin consolidating our understanding of place value this term by identifying the 

value of each digit in a number given to 3 decimal places. We will use this understanding to 
multiply and divide by 10, 100 and 1000. We will also learn methods for multiplication and 
division and then move onto solving problems involving a range of calculations. This term, we 

will also focus on missing angles and lengths, coordinates and shape. 

Science
During the first half term, we will be learning 
about animals including humans. We will be 

learning all about how different systems in our 
body work. After half term, we will be 

learning about light and considering how 
people felt during the blackouts during the 

war. 


